Abstract. This paper presents a technique of incorporating anisotropic metric into the Delaunay triangulation algorithm for unstructured mesh generation on 3D parametric surfaces. Both empty circumcircle and inner angles criteria of Delaunay retriangulation can be successfully used with the developed method of coordinate transformation with little adjustments. We investigate the efficiency of mesh generation process for different criteria and the quality of obtained meshes.
Introduction
The concept of a non-Euclidean metric is commonly used for generation of unstructured anisotropic meshes on 3D surfaces. In typical approach the metric tensor is used for evaluation of edge length, which is the main geometrical calculation governing the meshing process.
We consider parametric 3D surfaces which can be treated as two-dimensional domains with additional distortion introduced by the parameterization. The triangulation process is performed entirely in this parametric space basing on the Delaunay incremental insertion algorithm with elements evaluation and nodes placement governed by metric. The metric description is stored in a control space (covering the whole domain), which can have various structure (e.g. background mesh or quadtree grid) depending on the source of the sizing data.
The method of mesh generation is based on Delaunay triangulation which can be obtained using criteria of empty circumcircle or inner angles. In this paper we present a technique of adaptation of these criteria for generation of meshes with anisotropic metric using coordinate transformation. Utilization of both criteria is investigated with respect to the influence on triangulation efficiency and quality of obtained meshes.
Metric Definition
The metric is usually defined as a metric tensor M = RΛR −1 , where R is the eigenvector matrix (responsible for defining main directions) and Λ = diag(λ i ) is the eigenvalue matrix, defining the required length of element edges along the main directions, and M is a symmetric positive-definite matrix.
